
FINALLY!

WORK
FLOW

automation
that includes

Photoshop!

Script Photoshop now!

Open and save images in various file formats

Query and change image attributes, including
sizes, resolution, color space (mode), and image
documents’ NAA/IPTC file information

Create new documents, layers, channels, paths
and more

Fill, stroke, draw lines and make gradients; flip,
rotate, scale, and transform

Create and apply new monitor (RGB), printing
(CMYK) and profile setups

AppleScript®has enabled publishers,
designers, printers and prepress artists
around the world to automate portions of
their workflow processes. But the biggest
missing link has always been the lack of
scripting support in Adobe® Photoshop.®

Missing no more!
Main Event Software, the leader in
AppleScript authoring and deployment
tools, introduces PhotoScripter. The only
product of its kind, PhotoScripter opens up
most functions in Photoshop 5 and higher
to AppleScript.

Through familiar AppleScript syntax and
vocabulary, you can perform a large
assortment of Photoshop operations:

New PhotoScripter
makes Photoshop
AppleScript-aware

Perform all Photoshop image adjustments;
flatten layers

Apply Photoshop filters and effects

And, because you’re using AppleScript, you can
parameterize operations: have your operations
behave differently for each document in a batch or
folder. Use variables, conditional execution,
looping, integration with other applications -- all
the capabilities that AppleScript has to offer.

“I am ecstatic...
This is a major
development in
the history of
Photoshop”

“I am ecstatic...
This is a major
development in
the history of
Photoshop”

True
AppleScript
support...

...not a hack or a
workaround!

Jeff Schewe, photographer and imaging artist,
Photoshop guru and author

The Macintosh Scripting Company



Powerful integration
Here are a few of the hundreds of tasks you can do by writing less than 25 lines
of AppleScript:

Crop any number of images to a uniform size, merely by dropping them into
a folder in the Finder.

Adjust each image in a document to fit to the dimensions of its individual
picture box in QuarkXPress.

Drop an image file onto an AppleScript droplet that opens it in Photoshop,
extracts an Internet address (stored in the file information), and loads the
URL in your Web browser.

With 50 or more lines of AppleScript, you can build more ambitious solutions:

Create a thumbnail index of the pages in a QuarkXPress document, with
each thumbnail representing a page in the original document. Save each page
of the document as an EPS file; open the EPS files in Photoshop to a
thumbnail size. Repeat through the images to build a page of thumbnails.

For each picture box in a QuarkXPress document, open its image in
Photoshop. Rotate, scale, crop, and transform the image to match the
characteristics of its picture box. Straighten out each picture box, removing its
rotation angle and transformation characteristics, and replace its
corresponding processed image.

Store characteristics of images, such as their captions, Internet locations,
dimensions, resolution, color space, or comments in a FileMaker Pro
database. The database could be updated from the image’s file information,
or vice versa.

Multipurpose images for different uses. Open one or more images in
Photoshop; create and render text layers. Flatten the layers; convert an image
to CMYK; save a copy in high resolution for print. Convert the same image
to RGB or indexed color mode, and save again as a GIF or JPEG for Web use.

Combine Photoshop scripting with Apple’s scriptable ColorSync software.

Integrate Photoshop image processing into the production of brochures and
catalogs using FileMaker Pro, Canto Cumulus, and QuarkXPress.

These are just illustrations of PhotoScripter’s extensive reach.

Requirements
Hardware: Power Macintosh
System: Mac OS 7.5.5 or later
Photoshop: Version 5.0 or later

Sample script
Here’s a brief example of the Photoshop scripting experience. The following
script opens an image file, determines whether the image is more horizontal or
more vertical, rotates it into portrait orientation if necessary, sets a selection,
changes the color space to CMYK, applies a filter, saves the image in a new
document, and, finally, closes the window.

tell application "Adobe Photoshop 5.0"
open the file "Macintosh HD:Images:My image"
tell the current document

if its width as real is greater than ¬
its height as real then

set the selection to {50, 50, 300, 100}
else

rotate it by degrees 90
set the selection to {50, 50, 100, 300}

end if
convert it to the CMYK mode
filter the selection applying unsharp mask ¬

with options {radius:2, amount:50, ¬
threshold value:2}

save it in the file ¬
"Macintosh HD:Fixed Images:My image"

close it saving no
end tell

end tell

PhotoScripter and ScriptBase
In ScriptBase,™the AppleScript database, you can store and retrieve even complex
Photoshop setups with a single command. Maintain specifications for colors,
setups, filter and effect operations, and data values of any type, including
numbers, character strings, lists, records, scripts, and references to disks, files,
and folders. Items stored in the database become instantly available to any script
running at any time on your computer.

PhotoScripter and Scripter
Main Event’s award-winning Scripter®authoring environment can help you get
the most out of AppleScript. Scripter’s famous command builders, many
shortcuts, and powerful yet easy-to-use debugger, will help you write, test, and
perfect your scripts in ways you never thought possible!

To order, call 1 800 616 8320
For more information or international ordering, call +1 202 298 9595
or buy online at www.mainevent.com
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